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Abstract
This paper presents a stochastic optimisation model for the long-term expansion planning of the electric vehicle
charging infrastructure based on the minimisation of the charging station overall costs subjected to the charging
reliability and the requested Quality of Service. In fact, an earlier deterministic optimisation model is upgraded to a
stochastic model due to the stochastic nature of the mobility behaviour of electric vehicle drivers, driving range,
disposable charging time and the overall costs for different charging technology types. A probabilistic approach is
used to generate numerous stochastic trajectories for electric vehicles followed by the newly proposed scenario
reduction procedure that employs the new Trajectory Similarity Index to obtain representative trajectories of the
stochastic mobility behaviour of electric vehicle drivers. The K-MEANS reduction procedure is also used to derive
stochastic scenarios of the electric vehicle driving range, Quality of Service and overall (installation, maintenance,
operation) costs, which are subsequently executed by applying an optimisation algorithm together with representative
trajectories. The proposed model is verified on a test road network. Results show the optimal charging locations and
their placement probability, which exposes their importance to charging infrastructure planners in terms of
prioritisation and robust decision-making.
Keywords
Electric drive vehicles, Quality of Service, cost-efficient location optimisation, trajectories similarity index,
stochastic scenarios.

1. Introduction
In the near future, an increased deployment of electric-drive vehicles (EDVs) is envisioned due to the rapid
development of battery charging technologies, lower transportation costs and environment conservation benefits, Ref.
[1]. When considering the EDV driving range limitation, there is a growing transportation demand that calls for finding
a solution for the optimal charging stations placement.
EDVs follow a certain spatial and temporal pattern of movement. For example, EDV drivers going to work on
workdays would go from A to B at the precisely known time instances of the day, however, some deviation of the
trajectory between A and B is to be expected in reality. In order to capture the stochastic nature of EDV drivers’
mobility behaviour, some representative trajectories of various EDV fleets or individual EDVs have to be derived.
Thus, the importance of a similarity analysis of trajectory data (e.g. EDVs’ trajectories) is widely recognised, Ref. [2].
Raw EDV drivers’ mobility data include a combination of all sequential spatial-temporal EDV movement-driving
locations. However, they must henceforth be analysed, since the data alone does not give any information. This
complicated task is also handled in other research areas, such as traffic estimation, movement behaviour, traffic pattern
finding etc. In Ref. [3], the current tracking technologies are used to collect movement data from vehicles. By applying
aggregation methods, the gathered data are processed to represent the results of aggregations and enable
comprehensive exploration of the data which is hence used in the domain of city traffic management. Similarly, in
Ref. [4], a clustering approach is proposed to extract meaningful clusters from large databases of spatial-temporal
movement data by combining clustering and classification. An interesting approach is presented in Ref. [5], where an
area of interest can be determined based on the movement behaviour and given a spatial-temporal movement data. In
addition, in Ref. [6], an approach is presented to analyse the movement behaviour, gain additional insights into the
data, and cope with the inherent geospatial and behavioural uncertainty. Alternatively, in Ref. [7], a method is shown
which can be used to determine the vehicles’ activity from recorded trajectory movement data, which can be used to
find patterns for the designation of roads, maximum allowed speed and even the urban or rural structure along the
roads. In addition, in Ref. [8], an interactive visual analytics system is demonstrated that can be used to effectively
find both regular and abnormal traffic flow patterns.
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So far, the literature has recognised a categorisation of discrete location models that can be used for the charging
station (CS) placement. The coverage discrete location problem is slightly related to the discrete set-covering problem,
as noted in Ref. [9] and [10], where by its very definition, the optimisation problem is to find the minimum number
of facilities to cover the demand represented by the passing flows of users. One of the first optimisation models that
considered the discrete set modelling is introduced in Ref. [11], where the presented model is used to find the optimal
locations for allocating emergency vehicles. The constraints are set on covering the area by minimal travelling time
or distance to demand points with equal costs in the objective function. Similarly, in Ref. [12], an integer programming
method is used to optimise the location and the number of battery exchange stations. The optimisation model
determines optimal locations and the number of stations, while considering batteries’ maximum range, EDV
trajectories, size of the EDV fleets, location capacity and costs. Moreover, in Ref. [13], a set covering concept is
proposed for refuelling-station-location using a mixed-integer programming method based on the vehicle-routing
logic. As shown in Ref. [14], the set covering location modelling can be used in combination with the existing
traditional gas station network having the role of candidate locations, to determine both the charging locations, as well
as the battery swap stations. The objective function in Ref. [14] minimises the total cost of deployment of charging
stations by including the transformation cost of the gas station into a grade-noted charging station, as well as by using
the constraints on the number of charging points that should cover the charging demand and the capacity of the CSs.
Ref. [15] incorporates an optimisation model based on EDV travel patterns with a view of capturing public charging
demand and selecting the locations of public charging stations to maximise the amount of vehicle-miles-travelled
being electrified. In addition, the CS placement is combined with the provision of EDV ancillary services, as partly
shown in Ref. [16], where EDVs are used to improve the power network reliability.
Recently, the optimisation models for CS placement are upgraded by a stochastic component, which reflects the
uncertainty of the renewable generation integration into the power system and simultaneous generation/charging,
electricity market pricing, EDV battery charge, EDV mobility, etc. For example, in Ref. [17], a practical solution to
deal with the challenges of integrating the renewable generation and EDVs in the electric grid, considering the
renewable generation source intermittency, energy usage inconsistency and the proper location of CSs to embed
vehicle-to-grid functionality. However, the paper is more focused on siting and sizing of renewable generation in
combination with the power network connection functionalities of on-board battery of the EDVs, rather than on finding
the optimal location of the CSs considering the mobility behaviour, connection costs, charging service, etc. Another
example where the EDVs can be used to mitigate the renewable generation intermittency through vehicle-to-grid
technology is shown in Ref. [18]. Furthermore, in Ref. [19], a multi-year expansion planning method is shown for
enabling distribution systems to support growing penetrations of EDVs. The proposed method considers the capacity
reinforcement of distribution systems in conjunction with their operation decisions to minimise the total system costs
for accommodating the EDVs. Multiple probabilistic scenarios are used to represent the uncertainties associated with
renewable energy generation, charging behaviours and conventional load demand. Similarly, in Ref. [20], an
uncertainty component into the optimisation model is incorporated, thus giving the stochastic characteristic to the load
growth, electricity price and the EDV access to a charging station location. Furthermore, the uncertainty of the initial
battery state-of-charge is also included. Ref. [21] addresses a novel framework for the economic operation of EDVs
parking docks integrated with an on-site renewable energy generation. The stochastic approach includes the
consideration of forecasting errors related to the variable solar power output and users’ charging demand. However,
in Refs. [20] and [21] significant entities are neglected such as the stochastic mobility behaviour and trajectories of
movement, the disposable charging times of EDV drivers and Quality of Service (QoS) of the charging infrastructure
(CI), as well as the types of charging technology and the overall (installation, maintenance, operation) costs of
candidate locations.
Ref. [22], which reviewed recent trends in optimisation techniques for EDV CIs, highlights the fact that there is a
need to apply stochastic approaches in the optimisation of the CS placement in order to reflect the uncertainty and
randomness of the EDV trajectory movement. These facts, which were analysed in Ref. [22], are the main motivation
to improve and upgrade the earlier deterministic model for CSs placement, (Ref. [23]), to a stochastic optimisation
model, which would approximate and reflect the stochastic occurrences and EDV needs. Ref. [23] presents an
optimisation model for CS placement in order to minimise the overall cost by satisfying the charging reliability and
QoS expected by EDV owners/drivers. The model employs a charging reliability criterion to exceed the mobility
limitation of EDVs and employs a charging service index that considers the disposable charging time duration of EDV
users when going on longer trips.
The main contribution of this paper is to incorporate all uncertainties in reality concerning the EDV drivers’ mobility
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behaviour, EDV’s driving range, QoS and related costs into the deterministic optimisation procedure for CS placement
presented earlier in Ref. [23]. Certainly, the CSs should be placed at the most often used mobility trajectory paths of
EDVs, which is why all the uncertainties related to the deviation from the most frequently driven paths must be
included in the optimisation placement procedure. Uncertain factors, such as the driving speed, acceleration, angle or
road grade, vehicle mass, aerodynamic rolling and grade resistance can affect the driving range, which are considered
in the stochastic scenario generation of the driving range presented in this paper, and thus its scenarios included in the
concept for the charging reliability to enable unlimited EDV mobility. This paper also contributes towards the
improvement of the deterministic QoS presented in Ref. [23] by upgrading it to a stochastic QoS, which undertakes
the real-time stochastic occurrences that have an effect on the EDV drivers’ disposable charging time, such as partial
charging, traffic and road conditions, time delays due to charging constraints on the capacity of a CS in the event of
excessive charging demand, etc. Moreover, this paper introduces the stochastic EDV mobility behaviour, which
includes all deviations from the usual trajectory patterns of EDVs movement. It is convincing that the improvement
arising from a shift from a deterministic to stochastic module may provide beneficial gains to CI planners, such as
CSs importance prioritisation based on the placement probability, scenarios’ occurrence probabilities, scenario overall
CS placement costs, number of CSs and the optimal CS layout.
The remaining part of the paper is organised as follows: the optimisation procedure is presented in Section 2. Section
3 presents the stochastic optimisation model for the CS placement, while Section 4 presents numerical results. The
conclusion is provided in Section 5.

2. Stochastic Expansion Planning of the Charging Infrastructure
Uncertainty can be classified in two categories: random and non-random uncertainties, Ref. [24]. This paper focuses
on the random uncertainties, which are featured by repeatable parameters with defined deviations and can provide a
statistical analysis that results in probability distribution functions, mean values, standard deviations, etc., as indicated
in Ref. [28]. The random uncertainties that are allowed in the proposed stochastic expansion planning of the CI include
the uncertainties in EDV mobility behaviour, driving range, QoS and investment costs. In this paper, the non-random
uncertainties and vague data are not considered in the stochastic modelling. It can be stated that the primary concern
of this paper is to obtain a final CI expansion plan that includes the related uncertainties of inputs for the optimisation
procedure and that its optimal expansion CS placement solution is meaningful for CI planners. Hence, the envisioned
optimisation procedure of the CI placement is presented in Figure 1. It consists of several tasks: Input Data Preparation,
Scenario Generation, Optimisation Model for the CS placement and the Optimal Solution presenting the CI expansion
plan.
The input data preparation consists of the deterministic and stochastic modules. The deterministic module includes
the road network which is presented as a finite set of discrete points. Since this is a planning method for the CS
placement, it is assumed that each particular discrete point of the road network may be considered as a candidate
location for placing a CS. This part is explained in greater detail in Subsection 2.1.1, as well as in Ref. [23]. This
module also considers different types of charging technologies, such as fast charging, slow charging, etc. In the scope
of the stochastic module, the following entities are also modelled stochastically: the EDV mobility behaviour
(Subsection 2.1.1), the EDV driving range (Subsection 2.1.3), QoS (Subsection 2.1.4) and overall costs (Subsection
2.1.5).
With respect to the stochastic EDV mobility behaviour, numerous stochastically derived trajectories are created on
the basis of solutions mentioned in the stochastic module, followed by a new procedure for finding representative
EDV driving trajectories. The proposed procedure includes a new index called TSI (Trajectory Similarity Index),
which is explained in detail in Subsection 2.2.
Since numerous stochastic scenarios are created in the stochastic module for the EDV driving range, QoS and
overall costs, the K-MEANS scenario reduction procedure is used to reduce scenarios to a manageable number, if
required. This procedure is presented in detail in Subsection 2.3.
Subsection 3 presents the proposed optimisation model for the CS placement. The objective function is set on
minimising the overall CS placement costs subject to the charging reliability and the QoS of the CI, which is based
on the EDV driving behaviour.
Subsection 4 presents optimal solutions for the CS placement on a selected test road network by taking into account
stochastic scenarios and representative EDV driving trajectories. This enables to determine the placement probability
of candidate locations in order to point out the CS significance for the for final expansion plan of the CI.
2.1. Input data preparation
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The preparation of input data is a fundamental task of the proposed procedure.
2.1.1. Road network discretisation

The road network grid is discretised by applying discrete set modelling, which was also presented in Ref. [25].
Therefore, the road network discretisation is determined by using the following form:

M  m1 , m2 ,..., mi ,..., mI ; i  1, 2,..., I

(1)

where M is the finite set of I road network discrete points. The sub-index i is the mi of the i-th candidate location
(discrete set element). In addition, the coordinates in the road network grid are defined for each mi  M:
mi   xi , yi 

(2)

xi and yi are the coordinates of the mi candidate location in the dx and dy plane, respectively. An example of the
discretisation of a simple road network is shown in Figure 2.
2.1.2. Stochastic electric-drive vehicle mobility behaviour

At this point, it is important to emphasise that this paper is not focusing on the random trajectory generation
procedures. As such, these procedures are considered as self-evident and applied to generate stochastic trajectories to
the restricted road network boundaries.
EDVs follow certain spatial and temporal trajectory patterns, which may be representative and, as such, used for
planning of the CI purposes. By using a probabilistic approach, stochastic trajectories are created on the basis of the
principle examined in Ref. [26] and the self-avoiding random walk principle presented in Ref. [27]. A random
trajectory generator algorithm, which combines the concepts of random walks, space-time prisms and the Brownian
bridge movement model, is capable of efficiently generating random trajectories between a given origin and a
destination point by applying the as little directional bias as possible. The self-avoiding walk principle is a sequence
of moves on a lattice (a lattice path) that does not visit the same point more than once. The procedure of self-avoiding
walk ends when the observed object reaches a dead-end state, which means that it can no longer progress to a newly
unvisited discrete point in the road network.
The stochastic trajectories of the v-th EDV driver are also represented as finite discrete sets:





N v , s ,t  nv, s ,1,t , nv, s ,2,t , ..., nv, s , j ,t ,..., nv, s , J v ,s ,t ;
 j  1, 2,..., J v , s ;  s  1, 2,..., S ;  v  1, 2, ..., V ;  t  1, 2, ..., T

(3)

where Nv,s,t is the finite set of spatial-temporal trajectory points of the v-th EDV driver in the s-th scenario at the t-th
time instance, while nv,s,j,t stands for the v-th EDV driver in the s-th scenario involving the j-th trajectory discrete point
at the t-th time instance. Its spatial characteristics are described as follows:



nv, s , j ,t  xv, s , j ,t , yv, s , j ,t



(4)

where xv,s,j,t and yv,s,j,t are the coordinates in the dx and dy plane, respectively. S is the total number of scenarios and V
is the total number of EDV drivers. Jv,s stands for the total number of trajectory points (temporal length). By applying
a probabilistic approach, the randomly selected position of the trajectory point is determined as follows:

nv, s , j 1,t  nv, s , j 1,t  D

nv ,s , j 1,t

;

j  1, 2,..., J v, s  1;  s  1, 2,..., S ;  v  1, 2, ..., V ;  t  1, 2, ..., T

(5)

n

where the D v ,s , j 1,t is the value of the uniform probability density function at point nv,s,j+1,t with a uniform probability
density function P(nv,s,j+1,t), which is described as:

D

nv ,s , j 1,t

~ P(nv , s , j 1,t )

(6)

The interval of the uniform probability density function at point P(nv,s,j+1,t) is limited to three directions having an
equal probability (in accordance with the self-avoiding walking principle), where each value indicates a random
direction. In Equation (5), the next point, i.e. nv,s,j+1,t, which represents part of the trajectory, is indicated by the
direction of the randomly generated variable expressed in Equation (6). Figure 3 shows an example of a trajectory
generation calculated on the basis on the self-avoiding walk principle. At point nv,s,11,t, it reaches a dead-end state,
which means that it can no longer progress to a newly unvisited discrete point.
2.1.3. Stochastic driving range of electric-drive vehicles
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By allying the currently available battery technology, the EDV driving range can only be ensured to a certain point.
However, the inclusion of a stochastic component is mandatory for the EDVs driving range due to the uncertainty of
the road terrain configuration structure, EDV driver driving style, air conditioning in the EDV, etc., which all affect
the battery state-of-charge. Therefore, the Rv,0, i.e. initial v-th EDV driver driving range, depends of the v-th EDV
driver battery state-of-charge (SoCv), while η is the energy conversion efficiency, as explained in Ref. [28].
Rv ,0    SoCv ;  v  1, 2,..., V
(7)
For the stochastic component, i.e. RNv, the normal probability density function is used as follows:

RNv

N  v ,  v 

(8)

The driving range of the v-th EDV driver in the s-th scenario depends on the v-th mean and standard deviation, i.e. µv
and σv, respectively. The stochastic driving range is defined as follows:

Rv, s   Rv,0  RNv  v ,  v   ;  s  1, 2,..., S ;  v  1, 2, ..., V

(9)

2.1.4. Stochastic Quality of Service of the charging infrastructure

As presented in Ref. [23], QoS is defined as the overall disposable charging time of the v-th EDV driver to reach
the overall travel distance Lv. A set of random values are generated for the disposable charging time of the v-th EDV
driver according to the normal probability density function, as shown in Equation (8). This is made to reflect the
stochastic EDV driver behaviour by taking into account the charging waiting time at their disposal and the stochastic
occurrences that have an effect on the EDV drivers’ disposable charging time, such as partial charging, frequency of
travel stops, traffic and road conditions, waiting time in the event of congestions, time delays due to the charging
constraints on the capacity of a CS in the event of excessive charging demand. Therefore, the disposable charging
time of the v-th EDV driver in the s-th scenario is complemented by the DCTv,s, a stochastic component, as shown
below:

DCTv, s   Dv,0  RNv  v ,  v   ;  s  1, 2,..., S ;  v  1, 2, ..., V

(10)

where Dv,0 is the initial value of the disposable charging time for the v-th EDV driver.
Hence, according to Equations (8) and (10), the stochastic definition of the QoS for the v-th EDV driver is expressed
as follows:
DCTv , s
QoSv , s 
 pv , s ;  s  1, 2,..., S ;  v  1, 2, ..., V
(11)
Lv
In equation (11), Lv stands for the v-th EDV driver overall travel distance.
2.1.5. Stochastic overall costs for installing charging technologies at candidate locations

The stochastic overall cost (ci,k,s) for installing the k-th type candidate technology at the i-th candidate location in
the s-th scenario depends on the initial value of overall costs for installing the k-th technology at the i-th candidate
location, i.e. ci,k,0, and the stochastic component having a normal density distribution with a mean and standard
deviation for the i-th candidate location, i.e. µi and σi, respectively. The overall costs include the investment, operation
and maintenance costs, and are jointly actualised to the present value. The stochastic component is introduced to
expose the uncertainty of overall costs for charging technologies, which result from the constant battery charging
technology development, upgrade and improvement. In addition, the stochastic component may take the uncertainty
of the inflation and discount rates in the scope of operation and maintenance costs. Therefore, the stochastic value of
the overall costs for the k-th charging technology at the i-th candidate location for the s-th scenario is determined as
follows:

ci ,k , s   ci ,k ,0  RNi  i ,  i   ;  s  1, 2,..., S ;  i  1, 2, ..., I ;  k  1, 2, ..., K

(12)

With respect to the location optimisation procedure presented below, K different types of charging technologies are
considered for the placement at the i-th candidate location. For each of the k-th charging technologies, the input
parameter Lk,v was defined by considering the charging time (CTk) and using the k-th candidate charging technology
to reach a distance equal to the driving range of the v-th EDV driver, i.e. Rv. This parameter is expressed as follows:

Lk ,v  CTk Rv ;  v  1, 2,..., V ;  k  1, 2,..., K
2.1.6. Charging reliability criterion definition and traffic load

(13)
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The methodology for defining the charging reliability of the CI criterion was previously presented in Ref. [23].
Therefore, at least one candidate location is selected to place a CS within the EDVs driving range. The distance
between the candidate location point on the road network and the trajectory discrete point can be calculated by the
means of the Euclidean distance:
2
  (mi  nv, s, j ,t )2dx  (mi  nv, s, j ,t )dy
; mi  M ; nv, s , j ,t  Nv,s ,t

(14)

where, ξ is the Euclidean distance between the candidate location point mi and the trajectory demand point nv,s,j,t. In
this location-optimisation problem, the Sv,j,t sets are defined in terms of the distance between the trajectory discrete
demand point nv,s,j,t and the candidate location on the road network mi:

Sv, s , j  mi  M :   Rv, s  ; j  1, 2,..., J v, s ;  v  1, 2,..., V

(15)

where elements of the Sv,s,j set represent the candidate location points mi, which meet the distance criterion ξ ≤ Rv,s in
the s-th scenario. With respect to the current development of battery technologies, this paper assumes that the
formation of sets in Equation (15) according to a Euclidean distance measure in equation (14) satisfies the well-known
‘distance to empty’ criterion. According to this definition, a complete charging reliability of the CI is achieved when
a location is selected within the driving range of the EDVs considered in the planning of the CI. The elements of the
individual Sv,s,j set would be those candidate locations that fulfil the given distance criterion (i.e. ξ ≤ Rv,s). In order to
explain the charging reliability clearly, a simple example is presented in Figure 4, which assumes that an EDV driver
wishes to go from point A to point B, as shown in Figure 4(a). In the present paper, the notation of the circle centre is
introduced as a location of the CS, while the radius of the circle represents the stochastic driving range of the EDV.
Figure 4(a) shows that the end point B cannot be reached by starting from point A due to the range limitation of the
EDV. In order to perceive conceptuality and make the example clearer, it is presumed that the battery of the EDV is
fully charged at point A. The EDV driver would then drive a distance equal to the stochastically derived value of the
driving range and run out of charge; hence, it would not complete the intended trip. Figure 4(b) shows a charging
station, which is placed at the end point B. Yet again, the EDV driver starting from A would not reach B, since they
can only drive for a distance equal to the stochastic driving range value and would run out of charge before arriving
to endpoint B. In addition, charging reliability is not ensured in this case, which means that no charging station is
placed at a location that can be reached within the driving range. Figure 4(c) shows the principle applied in this paper
to ensure charging reliability. Starting from point A, the charging station 2 (CS2) is placed within the driving range
of the EDV, so it can reach point B and thus complete the trip. The centres of overlapping circles represent the location
of charging stations.

For the sake of simplicity, the following mathematical coefficient is expressed as ai,v,s,j, which is equivalent to the set
defined in equation (15):
1, if   Rv, s
ai ,v, s , j  
(16)
0, otherwise
The coefficient presented in equation (16) takes a value of 1 for the i-th candidate location, if the measured Euclidean
distance to the j-th trajectory point in the s-th scenario is within the boundaries defined by the driving range of the
EDV driver or, otherwise, if it equals 0.
Another input parameter, which is known “a priori” and is calculated following the identification of representative
trajectories, is the individual traffic load weight of the i-th candidate location point. The definition stays the same as
in Ref. [23], where the weights are identified in terms of the traffic flow, which is defined by the number of EDV
users traveling along a candidate location point of the road network, thus reflecting its importance. To calculate the
weights, the following coefficient must be defined:
1, if mi  N v, s ,t
Wi , s ,t  
;  t  1, 2,..., T ;  v  1, 2,..., V ; i  1, 2,..., I ;  s  1, 2,..., S
(17)
0, otherwise
where the Wi,s,t coefficient takes the value of 1 if the i-th candidate location point is part of the s-th scenario trajectory
demand points of the v-th EDV driver at t-th time instance, or, otherwise, if it equals 0. The weight of the i-th candidate
location point for placing a CS, expressed by wi, is calculated as the sum of Wi,s,t coefficients in the observed
optimisation period with the T time instances, is expressed as follows:
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T

wi 

W

i , s ,t ;

 i  1, 2,..., I ;  s  1, 2,..., S

(18)

t 1

2.2. Representative trajectories
A representative trajectory identification method is presented by using the newly introduced Trajectory Similarity
Index (TSI). The method is based on the comparison between decomposed spatial-temporal parameters of a trajectory,
which are elaborated in detail in Ref. [29]. It consists of a functional similarity search, which takes two comparison
trajectories and exposes their similarity. To do so, the S scenario trajectories are created for each of the overall V EDV
drivers, after which their mutual similarity is examined by applying a combinational analysis. The functional similarity
search is demonstrated by finding the mutual trajectory similarity of stochastic spatial-temporal trajectories X and Y,
respectively. First, their temporal length must be identified, so that the spatial-temporal parameters may be compared,
as demonstrated in equation (19). This option is considered as advantageous, since it does not require trajectories to
be of equal length.

Z v  min( J v, X , J v ,Y ); X  1, 2,..., XS ; Y  1, 2,..., YS ; X  Y ;  v  1, 2,..., V

(19)

Zv takes the value of the minimal temporal length of comparison trajectories X and Y. Next, the following coefficient
is defined:
1, n X , j  N v, X  nY , j  N v ,Y
lv, X ,Y , j  
; j  1, 2,..., Z v ;  v  1, 2,..., V
(20)
0, otherwise
In Equation (20), the coefficient l takes the value of 1 if the discrete elements of the trajectory X are overlapping with
the elements of the comparison trajectory Y concerning their spatial-temporal parameters. This comparison is made
for all V EDV drivers and for all trajectory set elements. The TSI, which is intended for achieving the functional
similarity search of trajectories of the v-th EDV driver, is then introduced, as presented in Equation (21):
Zv

l

v , X ,Y , j

TSI v , X ,Y 

j 1

(21)

J v, X  J v,Y

2
The TSI considers the overlapping of trajectory set elements by taking into account their spatial-temporal parameters
in line with Equation (21) (dividend). The devisor is the average temporal length of comparison trajectories, which is
used to centre the sum of noted overlaps. By having an index for the mutual trajectories similarity comparison in
Equation (21), the combinational trajectory similarity analysis can be performed for numerous stochastically derived
trajectory scenarios.
The subsequent step involves the formation of a trajectory similarity matrix for the v-th EDV driver and for S
scenario trajectories:
 0
 TSI v ,1, S 


TSM v  
(22)

 TSI

0 
v , S ,1

S S

The TSMv represents the v-th EDV driver combinational trajectories similarity matrix. It is a square matrix with S × S
dimensions. It represents a mutual combination of an individual trajectory generated in the s-th scenario with the rest
of the S scenario trajectories for the v-th EDV driver. The diagonal elements of this matrix are not in common interest,
since a diagonal element represents a functional similarity search with the trajectory itself and provides an expected,
known result (maximum similarity). Therefore, these elements are attributed a zero value.
When the trajectory similarity matrix is formed, it is necessary to pursue the combination, at which the individual
trajectory achieves the highest trajectory similarity index, i.e. to note when the highest trajectory similarity is
determined. Therefore, by applying equation (22), the most similar trajectory is searched rows wise for each individual
s-th scenario trajectory, as demonstrated below:
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MI v,1  max TSI v,1,1 ,..., TSI v,1, s ,..., TSI v,1, S 
 0
 TSI v ,1, S 
1 s  S ; s 1




 TSI

0
v , S ,1

 S S MI v, S  max TSI v,1,1 ,..., TSI v, S , s ,..., TSI v, S , S 

(23)

1 s  S ; s  S

The MIv,s stands for the index of the v-th EDV driver trajectory, at which the s-th scenario trajectory achieves the
highest similarity according to the functional similarity measure presented in Equation (21). Consequently, the
obtained column of indices (see Equation (23), right part) of trajectories noting the achievement of the highest mutual
trajectory similarity, allows for the identification of the mode, i.e. the most frequently occurring index of a scenario
trajectory. Therefore, the mode of this column of indices is the representative trajectory of the v-th EDV driver, since
this trajectory is in combination to the maximum similarity achievement in the majority of the cases. In the event of
obtaining various numbers of trajectories that are equal to the mode, it is necessary to select the one that representative
of the v-th EDV driver mobility behaviour, i.e. the one with a shorter temporal length.
The representative stochastic trajectories determined in this part are henceforth used as inputs for the location
optimisation model for the CS placement.
2.3. K-MEANS scenario reduction
To reduce the numerous scenarios, which were taken into account for the driving range of EDVs, QoS and overall
costs related to the types of charging technologies to be installed at candidate locations, the scenario reduction
procedure called K-MEANS is used, as elaborated in detail in Ref. [30], [31], [32]. In Ref. [30], the authors present a
global K-MEANS clustering algorithm for the minimisation of the clustering error that employs the K-MEANS
algorithm as a local search procedure. In addition, Ref. [31] makes a profound overview of the K-MEANS clustering,
where the problem statement of breaking data up into K groups and the search for K average or mean values about the
data as an approach to clustering is also explained. Above all, in Ref. [32], a procedure for computing a refined starting
condition from a given initial point for K-MEANS clustering, which is based on an efficient technique for estimating
the modes of distribution, is profoundly elaborated. It must be emphasised that the focus of this paper is not on the
reduction procedure, and hence it is taken as a given.
This scenario reduction part comes after the stochastic modelling of entities form the stochastic module. The
execution of the optimisation model for the numerous scenarios is time consuming and hence the K-MEANS is applied
in order to select the most probable scenarios to be included in the optimisation process. Following the K-MEANS
reduction execution, the probability of scenarios is calculated based on the assignment of each stochastic data point to
its nearest centroid. Hence, a set of reduced scenarios is used in the optimisation task in combination with
representative trajectories form the previous task. Each scenario in the reduced set of scenarios has its own probability
of occurrence.
2.4. Generation of common set scenarios
The generation of a common set scenario includes two parts: the search for representative trajectories and the
K-MEANS scenario reduction procedure. The first part is aimed at deriving representative trajectories for the EDVs,
by using the newly developed TSI. The second part consists of using the K-MEANS procedure to reduce the numerous
stochastic scenarios created for the driving range of EDVs, QoS and overall costs of different types of charging
technologies to be installed at candidate locations. The scenario generation process combines both parts
(representative trajectories and the stochastics EDVs driving range, QoS and overall costs) in a common set scenario,
which are then used in the optimisation model presented in Section 3.

3. Stochastic Optimisation Model for Charging Stations Placement
The objective function in Equation (24) minimises the overall cost for placing the CSs for selected representative
trajectories and scenarios for EDV driving range, QoS and overall costs, where each of the S scenarios has its own
probability of occurrence.


Min  Fs 


T

I


1
 ci ,k , s  xi ,t ,k 
w

k 1 i
K


t 1 i 1

(24)

In Equation (24), xi,t,k is the binary decision variable associated with the k-th candidate charging technology for i-th
candidate location point at t-th time instance in an optimisation period with T time instances and I candidate locations
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of a discrete road network grid. ci,k,s represents the overall costs for placing the k-th candidate charging technology
type at the i-th candidate location in the s-th scenario, as elaborated in Subsection 2.1.5. K stands for the overall
number of candidate charging technologies to be installed at the i-th candidate location, while wi stands for the traffic
load weight for the i-th candidate location.
The constraints include:
I

a

i ,v , s , j

 xi ,t , k  1; j  1, 2,..., J v , s ; v  1, 2,..., V ; ; k  1, 2,..., K ; t  1, 2,..., T ; s  1, 2,..., S

(25)

i 1

I

K

 L

k ,v

 xi ,t ,k  QoSv , s ; t  1, , T ; v  1, 2,..., V ; k  1, 2,..., K ; s  1, 2,..., S

(26)

i 1 k 1

xi ,t 1,k  xi ,t ,k ; t  1, , T  1; i  1, 2,..., I ; k  1, 2,..., K

(27)

xi,t ,k  0,1 ; t  1, 2,, T ; i  1, 2,..., I ; k  1, 2,..., K

(28)

The constraint in Equation (25) is applied to ensure the charging reliability of the CI by using the ai,v,s,j coefficient,
which includes the stochastic EDVs driving range, as explained in detail in Subsections 2.1.3 and 2.1.6. The left-hand
side of the equation presents all candidate locations, which are eligible in accordance with the distance criterion of the
set formation procedure in order to obtain the charging reliability of the CI. This constraint will impose the
optimisation to select at least one candidate location within the stochastic driving range of the v-th EDV driver. The
subsequent constraint, as presented in Equation (26), is used to confer the requested QoS for the CI in the s-th stochastic
scenario, as elaborated in Subsection 2.1.4. The constraint in Equation (27) exposes the commitment of decision
variables, which means that the solution of the k-th charging technology to be placed at selected candidate locations
for the t-th time instance is transferred to the next one, i.e. t+1. The constraint in Equation (28) states the binary
definition of K charging technologies, I candidate locations of a road network in a location-optimisation model with
K candidate charging technologies.

4. Numerical Results
Following the deterministic module of the input data preparation, which was presented in detail in Subsection 2.1.1,
a test road network with 10  10 discrete points (I = 100) is presented in Figure 6 in Ref. [23]. The distance between
two consecutive discrete points of the road network equals 100 km. In general, the discretisation principle in
Subsection 2.1.1 may be applied to represent any road network. Furthermore, the charging technologies types are
considered as part of the deterministic module. In this case study, two different charging technology types are
considered (K = 2), i.e. the slow and fast charging technologies.
3 EDV drivers (V = 3) are considered for the purpose of modelling the EDV mobility behaviour. In line with
Subsection 2.1.2. and equations (3) - (6), 10 000 scenarios (S = 10 000) were created for individual EDVs. Hence,
representative trajectories are found by applying the procedure involving the TSI index (Equations (19) - (23)), which
are a reflection of the EDV stochastic mobility behaviour that is extremely important for the CS optimal expansion
solution layout plan. Table 1, Column 2, demonstrates how representative trajectories are disjointed in different time
instances (one time instance is 1 day) within an overall optimisation period of T = 24. The scenario ID presented in
Table 1, Column 4, shows the scenario number in the set of 10 000 stochastic trajectory scenarios for the EDV driver.
Figure 5 shows the representative trajectories (also the direction of movement) for EDVs in the dx and dy plane within
the overall optimisation period. These trajectories are used for the execution of the optimisation algorithm.
The second part of the stochastic module includes the implementation of stochastic components related to the
driving range of EDVs, QoS and overall costs. Table 2 presents the initial data for the stochastic module.
For the purpose of this case study, it is presumed that all the V EDV drivers have an equal driving range and the initial
value of the EDV driving range is shown in Table 2, Row 1. The value of the QoS is different for individual drivers
and the initial values of the charging time at the disposal of the EDVs are shown in Table 2, Rows 2 - 4. With respect
to the overall costs, the initial values are the ones applied in Ref. [23], Table 2.
In accordance with equations (7) - (9) in Subsection 2.1.3, 10 000 scenarios were created for the EDV driving range,
QoS and overall costs, which were then reduced to a pre-defined set of scenarios (10 scenarios) by using the KMEANS scenario reduction procedure, as explained in Subsection 2.3. In this paper, a methodological example is
elaborated, hence, it is assumed that a pre-defined set of 10 scenarios is adequate to execute the optimal placement
procedure. The scenarios hold a different probability of occurrence, as shown in Table 3, Column 2. Furthermore,
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Table 3, Column 3 also demonstrates the stochastic EDV driving range, which is assumed to be equal for all EDV
drivers in order to perceive the principle of charging reliability. However, the requested QoS for the EDV drivers is
different in the individual scenario. These values are shown in Table 3, Columns 4 - 6. In Table 7, Columns 3 – 4 and
7 – 8, the mean value for the overall costs of the reduced set of scenarios for both types of charging technologies at
candidate locations is used as a representative value due to wide area data representation. However, the appropriate
overall cost values are used in the individual optimisation execution.
In scenario no. 1, the value of the stochastic EDV driving range is the highest (404.52 km), while in scenario no. 10,
it is the lowest (399.19 km). With respect to the stochastic QoS in the scenario with the highest probability (Scenario
no. 4), the values for the EDV drivers are: 10.99 min / 100 km, 11.99 min / 100 km and 13.03 min / 100 km,
respectively. In the scenario with the lowest probability (Scenario no. 2), the values of the stochastic QoS are: 11.01
min / 100 km, 12 min / 100 km and 13.02 min / 100 km, respectively. With respect to the stochastic overall costs, the
highest and the lowest mean value for the reduced set of 10 scenarios for the fast type of charging technology are
achieved at candidate locations 26 (98,904.00 €) and 44 (11,988.00 €), respectively. For the slow type of charging
technology, the highest and the lowest mean value for the reduced set of 10 scenarios are obtained at locations 59
(1,019,400.00 €) and 33 (115,190.00 €), respectively. According to calculations conducted on the basis of equations
(17) and (18), the related candidate location weights are shown in Columns 2 and 3 of Table 7. The value of the weight
represents the traffic flow, which was defined as the number of EDV users traveling through a candidate location. As
expected, the weights in this case study are small due to the representative EDV trajectories and the number of EDV
drivers, which equals 3. The zero weight candidate locations are not part of any EDV driver trajectory, while the
candidate locations having a weight of 1 are part of one representative trajectory. Similarly, the candidate location
having a weight of 2 would mean that two different representative trajectory points are crossing through that candidate
location. Points of interest are those having a higher weight, since they also have a higher traffic flow.
With respect to the charging state of an individual EDV at the start of run, it is assumed that the initial state-ofcharge is fully charged and thus enables the EDV driver to travel a distance equal to the driving range value of the
individual stochastic scenario. Moreover, the starting point of the EDV can be anywhere in the modelled road network.
However, for an EDV coming from beyond the modelled road network, the input points must be determined and the
current state-of-charge identified in order to be able to determine the candidate location points to be included
individually for each stochastic scenario.
The stochastic results obtained by executing the optimisation model for the 10 stochastic scenarios for the EDV driving
range, QoS and overall costs, as well as for representative trajectories of the EDVs, are demonstrated in Table 4 and
Table 5. Nevertheless, the stochastic CI expansion planning procedure presented in this paper is general and can be
used to execute realistic cases with numerous scenarios. For that purpose, the dependency of the calculation time for
a different number of scenarios is shown in Figure 6. The calculation time is shown for executing sets of 10, 50, 100,
500, 1,000, 2,500, 5,000 and 10,000 scenarios. For example, the calculation time in case of 10,000 scenarios is 1,137
times longer compared to the case with 10 scenarios.
On the basis of Table 4, it can be concluded that the highest Fs value is was acquired in the 10-th stochastic scenario,
and equals to 14,927,548.72 €. The lowest Fs value was obtained in scenario no. 9, and equals to 7,818,626.57 €. The
Fs depends on the value of the EDV driving range (Rv,s), as shown in Figure 7.
The overall number of selected candidate locations for the 10-th scenario amounts to 14, while for the 9-th scenario it
amounts to 10. The selected locations for the individual stochastic scenario are shown in Table 4, Column 5. Table 5,
Column 1, presents the stochastic placement probability of candidate locations (ξi), which is calculated as follows:

i 

S

p

i,s ;

i  1, 2,..., I

(29)

s 1

where pi,s is the probability of occurrence of a candidate location in the optimal location solution presented in Table
4, Column 2. Therefore, if a candidate location is selected in an optimal solution for all 10 scenarios, the stochastic
placement probability of this candidate location is 100%. The placement probability of selected candidate locations is
shown in Figure 8. The CI planners can oversee the significance of the optimally selected CSs, where the width of the
point presents the placement probability of the candidate location. Boldness points have less placement probability in
comparison to other ones in the road network.
The value of ξi may be used to ensure CI planners with information regarding which candidate locations must be
included, but also to oversee and prioritise candidate locations according to their importance. On the basis of Table 5,
Column 2, candidate locations 12, 19, 40, 61, 69, 81 and 94 have a 100% placement probability. Candidate locations
having a 0% placement probability do not appear in any of the optimal scenario solutions; therefore, these candidate
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locations are not qualified for the inclusion in the CI planning.
Additional simulations are made for several different number of scenarios in the range from 10-10,000. Simulations
showed that the scenario reduction procedure is robust, as comparable results are obtained, however, the calculation
time is saved. It can be concluded that it is reasonable to use a set of 10 reduced scenarios – fast calculation time and
still sufficiently precise results, since the method is robust. Table 6 categorises the optimal locations with regards to
their placement probability while increasing the sets of scenarios. For the CI planners, the emphasis is on the locations
with the highest probability placement. In the first class (100% ≥ ξi ≥ 95%), there is recognisable pattern of optimal
locations selection (12, 19, 40, 61, 69, 81, 94) that remains unchanged.

5. Conclusions
The present paper aims at improving an earlier deterministic optimisation model by introducing a stochastic model,
which is relevant and necessary to conform to the stochastic occurrences appearing in reality. By upgrading the model
stochastically, a vital step forward is made with respect to the charging stations placement in order to approximate the
actual stochastic occurrences. Hence, the stochastic electric vehicle driving range is used to include candidate locations
for placing the charging stations in the optimisation procedure with a view of overcoming and satisfying the mobility
limitation of EDVs. In the present paper, the Quality of Service, which was defined deterministically as the overall
disposable charging time of electric vehicle drivers required to complete planned trips, is upgraded to a stochastic
Quality of Service, which considers individual stochastic occurrences that have an effect on the electric vehicle
drivers’ disposable charging time, such as partial charging, frequency of travel stops, traffic and road conditions,
waiting time in the event of congestions, time delays due to the charging constraints on the capacity of a charging
stations in the event of excessive charging demand, etc. The objective function factors the stochastic overall costs of
candidate charging technology types to be installed at candidate locations and the traffic load, which is calculated by
considering the representative trajectories of the stochastic electric vehicle drivers’ mobility behaviour. To create the
stochastic trajectories that would expose the stochastic mobility behaviour of electric vehicle drivers, a finite set
modelling and a probabilistic approach based on the self-avoiding walk principle are applied. The representative
trajectories are identified by using a combinational similarity search based on the newly proposed trajectory similarity
index. The optimisation algorithm was applied to a set of stochastic common set scenarios for the electric vehicle
driving range, Quality of Service and overall costs together with representative trajectories on a discrete test road
network. Hence, stochastic results were derived and presented for the overall charging stations placement cost, the
number of charging stations and the optimal charging stations layout with respect to each scenario and its probability
of occurrence. Moreover, a stochastic placement probability is calculated for individual candidate locations, which is
computed as a sum of all scenario probabilities of occurrence if a candidate location is selected in the optimal scenario
charging stations layout. This value may be used to oversee the importance of candidate locations, which is a
significant piece of information for the charging infrastructure planners, as it enables them to prioritise candidate
locations for the long-term charging stations placement expansion planning. The present paper also contains another
step forward in improving the overall process, as it proposes new criteria (for the stochastic optimisation results) to
be applied in the preparation of a prioritisation list for the final decision-making part of charging infrastructure
planning.
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Figure 1: Principle scheme of the proposed optimisation procedure for CS placement

Figure 2: Example of road network discretisation
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Figure 3: Random trajectory generation based on the self-avoiding walk principle

Figure 4: Charging reliability criterion
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Figure 5: Representative trajectories for the EDVs and directions of movement

Figure 6: Model execution elapsed time for a different number of scenarios
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Figure 7: CI placement costs as a function of the EDV driving range

Figure 8: Placement probability of optimally selected candidate locations point out with locations boldness
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Table 1: Representative trajectories of the EDV drivers disjointed in time instances, representative trajectories endpoints and trajectories scenario
ID
EDV
driver

1

2

3

Time
instance

Trajectory

1

23 13 12 2 3

3

4 14 15 5 6 7

6

8 18 19 9 10

9

20 30 40 50 49

11

59 60 70 69 79 89

4

83 82 81 91 92 93

8

94 84 85 95 96

12

97 98 99 89 90

14

80 79 69 59 60

19

50 40 30 29 19

16

52 62 61 71 72 73

20

83 93 94 84 74

21

75 65 64 63

23

53 54 55 45

24

46 47 37 38 39

Scenario ID

4772

4350

5136

Table 2: Initial data for the stochastic module
Rv,0 [km]
D1,0 [min]
D2,0 [min]
D3,0 [min]
L1,v [min]
L2,v [min]
µ
σ
V
K
T
I
S
ci,k,o
Table 3: 10 stochastic scenarios
Scenario
ps [%]
no.

400
748
552
364
240
20
0
0.1
3
2
24
100
10 000
Ref. [23],
Table 2.

1

6.33

404.52

QoS1,s
[min / 100km]
10.91

2

2.26

400.40

11.01

12.00

13.02

3

10.89

399.57

11.00

11.99

13.01

4

16.23

400.48

10.99

11.99

13.03

5

16.20

402.36

11.02

11.94

12.95

6

6.85

400.61

11.03

12.01

13.03

7

13.97

399.80

11.03

11.99

12.99

8

2.49

400.33

11.01

12.02

13.03

9

14.38

402.02

10.93

12.09

13.11

399.19

11.01

12.04

13.04

10

10.40

Rv,s [km]

QoS2,s
[min / 100km]
12.05

QoS3,s
[min / 100km]
13.12
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Table 4: Optimal solution results for s-th scenario
Scen
no.

ps
[%]

Fs
[€]

No. of
charging
stations

Selected
locations

1

6.33

9,334,186.49

10

12 14 19 38 40 61 69 81 94 99

2

2.26

8,308,981.54

10

12 14 19 38 40 61 69 81 89 94

3

10.89

14,080,656.58

14

12 15 19 37 40 54 60 61 65 69 81 84 94 99

4

16.23

8,674,405.66

10

12 14 19 38 40 61 69 81 94 99

5

16.2

9,059,087.47

10

12 14 19 38 40 61 69 81 94 99

6

6.85

8,773,411.64

10

12 14 19 38 40 61 69 81 94 99

7

13.97

14,312,458.89

14

12 15 19 37 40 54 60 61 65 69 81 84 94 99

8

2.49

8,076,930.06

10

12 14 19 38 40 61 69 81 89 94

9

14.38

7,818,626.57

10

12 14 19 38 40 61 69 81 89 94

10

10.4

14,927,548.72

14

12 15 19 37 40 54 60 61 65 69 81 84 94 99

Table 5: Sorted (descend) candidate locations according to their placement probability
i-th
ξi (%)
candidate
location
100

12

100

19

100

40

100

61

100

69

100

81

100

94

80.87

99

64.74

14

64.74

38

35.26

15

35.26

37

35.26

54

35.26

60

35.26

65

35.26

84

19.13

89
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Table 6: Placement probability categorisation of optimal locations while executing sets with a higher number of scenarios

10

50

100

12
19
40
61
69
81
94
99

12
19
40
61
69
81
94
99

12
19
40
61
69
81
94
99

75% > ξi ≥ 50%

14
38

14
38

14
38

50% > ξi ≥ 25%

15
37
54
60
65
84

15
37
54
60
65
84

25% > ξi ≥ 5%

89

89

89

89

5% > ξi ≥ 1%

5

15
37
54
60
65
84
59
89
5
59

Number of scenarios
500
1000
2500
Locations
12
12
12
19
19
19
40
40
40
61
61
61
69
69
69
81
81
81
94
94
94
99
99
99
14
37
14
14
54
38
38
65
84
15
15
37
37
15
54
54
38
60
60
60
65
65
84
84

5
59

5
59

5
59

Categories

100% ≥ ξi ≥ 95%

95% > ξi ≥ 75%

1% > ξi > 0%

5000

10000

12
19
40
61
69
81
94
99

12
19
40
61
69
81
94
99

14
37

14
37

15
38
54
60
65
84

15
38
54
60
65
84

89

89

89

5
59

5
59
4
18
23
30
47
52
71
83
91
95
98
79
80

5
59
4
18
23
30
47
52
71
79
80
83
91
95
98

98

Table 7: Traffic flow weights and overall costs (mean value of the reduced scenario set) for placing the k-th candidate charging technology at the
i-th candidate location
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Overall costs
(reduced scenarios set mean
value)
Slow charge
Fast charge
technology
technology (€)
(€)
67,933.87
155,966.72

i-th
candidate
location

Traffic
flow
(weights)

1

0

2

1

43,957.21

727,844.67

3

1

82,919.29

4

1

5

Overall costs
(reduced scenarios set mean
value)
Slow charge
Fast charge
technology
technology (€)
(€)
96,905.67
378,193.80

i-th
candidate
location

Traffic
flow
(weights)

51

0

52

1

58,942.63

745,174.30

140,675.86

53

1

56,944.57

713,573.21

57,943.60

167,180.01

54

1

30,969.85

596,343.32

1

40,960.13

581,052.47

55

1

53,947.49

742,116.13

6

1

94,907.62

190,625.99

56

0

65,935.82

713,573.21

7

1

88,913.45

853,229.68

57

0

70,930.95

265,041.48

8

1

59,941.65

852,210.29

58

0

44,956.24

219,168.91

9

1

65,935.82

764,542.72

59

2

42,958.18

1,019,390.29

10

1

62,938.74

239,556.72

60

2

98,903.73

258,925.13

11

0

27,972.77

707,456.86

61

1

12,987.36

131,501.35

12

1

36,964.02

577,994.30

62

1

89,912.48

616,731.13

13

1

51,949.43

994,924.93

63

1

92,909.56

911,334.92

14

1

29,970.83

697,262.96

64

1

81,920.26

715,611.99

15

1

85,916.37

836,919.43

65

1

17,982.49

276,254.77

16

0

26,973.75

517,850.27

66

0

32,967.91

440,376.61

17

0

29,970.83

498,481.85

67

0

39,961.10

524,986.00

18

1

24,975.69

859,346.02

68

0

70,930.95

1,003,080.05

19

2

29,970.83

178,393.30

69

2

21,978.60

244,653.67

20

1

48,952.35

223,246.48

70

1

74,927.07

886,869.55

21

0

37,963.05

260,963.92

71

1

18,981.52

693,185.40

22

0

93,908.59

460,764.41

72

1

68,932.90

447,512.34

23

1

48,952.35

865,462.36

73

1

53,947.49

277,274.16

24

0

25,974.72

838,958.21

74

1

79,922.21

494,404.29

25

0

91,910.53

156,986.11

75

1

74,927.07

544,354.42

26

0

98,903.73

467,900.14

76

0

91,910.53

212,033.18

27

0

48,952.35

585,130.03

77

0

90,911.51

643,235.28

28

0

19,980.55

484,210.39

78

0

39,961.10

308,875.26

29

1

32,967.91

704,398.69

79

2

72,929.01

454,648.07

30

2

46,954.29

677,894.54

80

1

27,972.77

637,118.93

31

0

63,937.76

370,038.68

81

1

11,988.33

332,321.24

32

0

32,967.91

497,462.46

82

1

76,925.12

367,999.90

33

0

63,937.76

115,191.10

83

2

54,946.52

667,700.64

34

0

73,928.04

1,005,118.83

84

2

52,948.46

345,573.31

35

0

29,970.83

254,847.57

85

1

91,910.53

858,326.63

36

0

19,980.55

198,781.11

86

0

64,936.79

1,004,099.44

37

1

35,964.99

443,434.78

87

0

65,935.82

771,678.45

38

1

38,962.07

283,390.50

88

0

87,914.42

416,930.63

39

1

47,953.32

551,490.15

89

2

82,919.29

638,138.32

40

2

55,945.54

412,853.07

90

1

61,939.71

200,819.89

41

0

16,983.47

975,556.51

91

1

25,974.72

933,761.51

42

0

32,967.91

947,013.58

92

1

30,969.85

909,296.14

43

0

81,920.26

149,850.37

93

2

89,912.48

852,210.29

44

0

11,988.33

778,814.18

94

2

11,988.33

340,476.36

45

1

93,908.59

348,631.48

95

1

53,947.49

647,312.83

46

1

75,926.09

489,307.34

96

1

24,975.69

122,326.83

47

1

53,947.49

604,498.44

97

1

98,903.73

492,365.51

48

0

61,939.71

967,401.39

98

1

73,928.04

388,387.70

49

1

30,969.85

485,229.78

99

1

54,946.52

249,750.62

50

2

50,950.41

1,004,099.44

100

0

51,949.43

266,060.87

